EMIL STANCEC TRAIL SYSTEM

HAESSLER-NORRIS TRAIL SYSTEM

EMIL STANCEC TRAIL NAMES
1) Main Artery
2) Moose Lips
3) Intertie
4) Cookie Dough
5) Cookie Loop
6) Sweet Cream
7) Moats Lake
8) Baxter Lake
9) French Silk
10) Annie Oakley
11a) South Tank Trail
11b) North Tank Trail
12) Eagle Perch
13) Pee Trail
14) Monk’s Loop
15) Moose Stand Loop
16) Willer Kash
17) Thumb Trail
18) Central Trail*
19) Spinal Tap
20) Stuckagain
21) Half Mile
22) Bearcat Trail
23) Kidney Lake
24) Clear Cut
25) Pioneer Connector
26) Camps Loop
27) Willow Mountain
28) Tipper’s Revenge Loop
29) Peanut Loop

*Trail Revitalization in Progress.
Map created for the Willow Dog Mushers Association by Mapmakers Alaska, April 2010. No effort has been made to verify the accuracy or contents of this data.